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ENGLISH

for LIFE…



For   Communication…

The English curriculum in our school introduces the formal studying of the  

language  basically  in its British standard forms  as well as in its  several 

varieties  in use all over the world today. 

The focus is essentially on English as the global and international 

language of our contemporary times



For   Studying and Learning….

The  studying of English is improved and diversified through  our 

“CLIL   CLASS   NOW”   Project,  

where the target language is used as a “vehicle” for a wider range of 

disciplinary content  including Science, Technology, Geography, History 

and  Art  helping our students  to develop  further  and  well advanced 

learning skills



For   the Pleasure of  Reading....

The  widening of our  educational offer   includes  the 

“ETL:   ENGLISH   THROUGH   LITERATURE”   Project,  

where our  students are involved  in  class reading workshops based on 

classics of English literature  to  enhance language  creative  skills as well 

as to infuse the pleasure of reading  according to parallel projects  such as  

“Libriamoci”,  “Maggio dei libri” and  “Io leggo perché”



For   Discovering and Experiencing more...

The  possibility to experience English  in its different uses and purposes is 

also allowed by  our  “HELLO ! “  Project, 

a  much  appreciated project offering the chance to increase  the 

ordinary 3  hours lesson per week  with an additional  1 hour  class entirely 

dedicated  to  interactional and conversational skills  involving 

mother tongue  specialists 



For   your  FUTURE....

At the end of the third  year  (terza media)  students  are  offered a special

course  appositely  designed  to prepare for  passing “The Cambridge   

Certification Exam”  (Level A2 and B1 ) which  allows  them to  access to 

the  International  High  Secondary  School as well as to  continue their 

vocational studying improving the level  step by step



Thank   you! 

Meet  you at   school .... 


